DECORATIVE FINISHES

The finishing touch
Sage Ulti-matt
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enolit’s range of Exofol textured surface foils are
intended to create a real painted wood illusion. As
wood species themselves differ so does the range of
textured wood embosses available says a Renolit
spokesman. According to the company the surfaces
include traditional and structured woodgrains, modern
smooth matts, and linear designs and are offered in a
number of colours.

Pebble grey
A spokesman says: “Pebble grey is a medium-light
strength grey with undertones of green and wood-tick
emboss. This colour, introduced just a few years ago, is
steadily gaining momentum in the market. Grey
continues to be the most popular colour of windows

Elegant Ash
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currently preferred by homeowners, with trends
indicating a shift towards lighter shades. Pebble grey
provides a refreshing option. It looks stunning within pale
cream rendered walls almost reflecting the natural colours
of the surrounding garden lawns and countryside.
“We also offer Elegant Ash which has a lifelike surface
finish. Its irregularly spaced woodgrain pores give
movement to the overall effect. Completed with a matt
surface finish it creates a realistic painted wood look. Four
grey-neutral colours; Buckingham grey, Kensington grey,
Windsor and Balmoral provide mainstream appeal for a
diversity of building styles.

Claystone
“Moving away from grey, Claystone is an original pale
sandy fawn colour with a greyish undertone. The full
beauty of the finished product results from the
exceptionally detailed TruGrain emboss which gives a low
gloss soft touch surface finish.
“Finally our Ulti-Matt finish is an architectural flat matt
surface. Ulti-Matt with its low gloss and fine structure
provides a painted/powder coated look to profiles but with
all the additional advantages associated with an exterior
film. As the popularity of Ulti-Matt continues to increase
we predict that this surface finish, which is available in a
wide spectrum of popular commercial colours, will be
one of the most sought after looks for fenestration in the
coming years.” ❐
www.renolit.com/exterior-solutions
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Superior standards
Kolorseal has an established reputation when it comes to spray painting UPVC, aluminium,
roofline and composite products. Spray painting is becoming increasingly popular writes
Deborah Hendry, managing director at Kolorseal
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pray
painting
protects
exterior surfaces from the
elements, and it provides a longlasting finish. It is a viable
solution on renovation projects
where wear and tear over time
can really take its toll on some
surfaces.
As people realise they can be
more adventurous with colour on
property, Kolorseal has to ensure
that it can provide solutions for
every single customer, on
whatever sized project.
The
Kolorseal palette is vast and it is
possible to colour products in
any RAL, foil or BS colour as
standard.
Additionally with
Farrow and Ball as well as the
new corporate bespoke range, we
can achieve virtually any colour
required.
It is important when choosing
coloured products that the paint
provides a superior performance
to standard paints. These need to
be completely maintenance free
and guarantees should be offered
regarding weathering, resistance
to chemicals and mechanical
abrasion. The Kolorseal range has been specifically
developed for the building industry, consequently the
experience and advice we offer to customers is second to
none.
When discussing a new project with a homeowner, it is
essential to be able to rely upon the quality of the
standards of the finished products. An installation or
fabrication business will have to rely upon that for
referrals.
A ‘Kolorsealed’ product has an intense, rich depth
making the overall finish much more striking. Different
colours can be used on both sides of any sized window or
composite door.
With foiled PVC-U products being limited to certain
colours, spray painting offers the ability to be matched to
existing paint colours if a reproduction is required or bold
and bright new colours on any renovation or new build
project.
The team at Kolorseal is always available to advise on
the best paint spraying method for any specific job,
material or project. In expert hands it is possible to use
their collective knowledge to advise on any new build or
renovation.
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As
specialists
Kolorseal’s
experts are familiar with a variety
of products and surfaces that can
be sprayed both internally and
externally.
The team fully
understands
and
supports
customers, knowing a stunning
finish can be achieved and that it
will last the test of time.
When carrying out on-site
colouring it is important to
ensure risk assessments have
been carried out. It is essential to
know that non-toxic paint is used
to ensure that the environment is
protected and that people will be
safe once the job is finished. This
is particularly important when
working on commercial projects
such as hospitals, schools or
hotels. ❐
www.kolorseal.co.uk
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